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Grujic: The Bosnia and Herzegovina Mine Action Information System

The Bosnia and Herzegovina Mine
Action Information System

comprehensive knowledge to inform strategic decisions,
coordination and prioritization of the high-risk tasks. The
initial configurations performed on the system and the
data quality itself will help fulfill the overall objective of
efficient land release.

With technological advancements in mind, the Bosnia and Herzegovina Mine Action Center

While IMSMANG can effectively support land-release
information management, it should remain clear that it is
effective management of information that is fundamental
to support land release.
see endnotes page 81

Aurora Martinez provides support to mine-action programs using IMSMA NG, and works on the development
of information-management publications and course curricula. Martinez joined the Geneva International Centre
for Humanitarian Demining in 2006. She previously acted as the GICHD’s Outreach Officer for the implementation of a communications plan. She holds a master’s
degree in economic and social history from the University of Geneva, and completed a two-year program at
Geneva’s Graduate Institute of Development Studies.

Daniel Eriksson, Ph.D., is Head of the Information Management section at the GICHD. Eriksson was introduced
to mine action during his Swedish military service as an explosive ordnance disposal specialist. After completing his
mandatory service in 1997, he was involved in research and
implementation of information management and decisionsupport systems in Afghanistan, Iraq and Sudan. His past
employers include the Swedish Rescue Services Agency,
the European Commission, United Nations Office for Project Services and Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation/Information Management and Mine Action Programs.
Daniel Eriksson, Ph.D.
Section Head, Information Management
Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining
Tel: +41 22 906 1684
E-mail: d.eriksson@gichd.org
Website: http://gichd.org, http://www.imsma.org

variety of difficulties. BHMAC has developed a system to accommodate a growing collection
of demining reports and maps to aid efforts to cleanse the nation of mines and other explosive
remnants of war.
by Zoran Grujic [ Bosnia and Herzegovina Mine Action Center ]

T

he life and blood of a mine-action program is the

The problem had been identified; the experts were in

cized, yet frequently used mine-action tools. The

place to provide staffing and infrastructure, and U.N.

Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) mine-action information

Department of Peacekeeping Operations provided the

system program, originally called “The Database,” start-

software.

ed in 1996. At the time, Microsoft Windows® 95 made

At the time, the database-management system was

networking simple and a must, but the geographic-in-

the U.N. preferred Borland Paradox® and the recom-

formation systems that were available created a challenge

mended GIS software was MapInfo®. That software com-

for information-systems teams.

bination shaped the entire Bosnia and Herzegovina
Mine Action Information System’s existence.

based information system that could handle scanned im-

Paradox proved to be a good system for networking a

ages. In addition, there was a need to enable standard

database and the program language was simple enough

database operations and provide abilities to use SQL

for new database administrators/programmers to learn

statements (relational queries). Last but not least, the sys-

in less than a week. The database continues to use Para-

tem would need real GIS capabilities to make accurate,

dox (version 11) today, but the program has had many

quality and clearly readable maps in less than 20 minutes

upgrades and has evolved into a more sophisticated in-

from the request time.

formation system.

The data workload was described by the Annex 1A,

The other half of the “software marriage,” MapInfo,

1

Chapter 4, Parts I and II of the Dayton Peace Accords,

proved to be an excellent tool for mapping and cartogra-

forcing former warring factions to remove minefields and

phy in general. In the beginning, the Geographical Sec-

submit their data on remaining minefields and booby

tion General Staff of the British War Office provided a

traps. The deadline was short, so the system needed prep-

gazetteer, which provided basic conditions for spatial

aration and full operation from Day One.

queries. Paradox 11 and MapInfo 10 continue to work

It was immediately clear that BiH had no indigenous

Suspected Cluster-Munition Use by Pro-Qaddafi Forces

Initial Configuration

information system. It is one of the most criti-

The BiH team was tasked with developing a network-

Aurora Martinez
IMSMA NG Support Officer
Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining
Avenue de la Paix 7bis
CH-1211 Geneva / Switzerland
Tel: +41 002 906 1655
Fax: +41 22 906 1690
E-mail: a.martinez@gichd.org
Website: http://gichd.org

well together.

resources that could cope with the problem; therefore,

The New York Times recently reported that pro-Qaddafi forces are using cluster munitions on the civilian population in

help was requested from the international community

the city of Misrata.1 Human Rights Watch’s on-the-ground inspection discovered the use of Spanish-made MAT-120 120mm

during the London Peace Implementation Conference.

Initial Challenges

According to their obligations prescribed by the Day-

mortars produced in 2007, prior to Spain’s signing of the Convention on Cluster Munitions, targeting residential areas one

The international community agreed to support the ef-

ton Peace Accords, former warring factions provided

kilometer away from front-line fighting. 2 The mortar “opens in mid-air and releases 21 submunitions over a wide area.”2

fort and program implementation began in March 1996.

more than 16,000 minefield reports to NATO implemen-

A further interview with ambulance drivers conducted by HRW discovered that cluster attacks occurred before 14 April

The U.S. Department of State funded two contractors that

tation task forces. Data were entered and submitted to

2011. 2 Despite the Libyan government’s denial of cluster-bomb use, doctors in Misrata acknowledge that patient wounds

were tasked with various assignments. Infrastructure cre-

BHMAC (then known as UNMAC), together with some

ation and staffing were assigned to RONCO Consulting

1,100 mine incident data reports also entered into the

Corporation, a leading international demining company,

database and charted on GIS. The puzzle became more

and database creation was tasked to FGM, Inc., an informa-

complex on a daily basis. At the time, procedures for de-

tion-technology company from Washington, D.C. (U.S.).

mining were mostly unclear. The peculiarity of BiH’s

are consistent with cluster munitions.3 HRW describes the danger of these munitions as anti-personnel, as well as antimateriel, because the munitions are designed to not only hurt people but damage armored vehicles. 2 Libya is not a signatory of the CCM. See endnotes page 81
~Zarina Yancheva, CISR staff
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has maintained a current and efficient mine-action information system, working through a
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The Sarajevo location, which received an additional

cies or redundancies. The process was iterative, and as

minefields; single mines and well-organized minefields

server for the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina

the project’s scope evolved, the system was developed

in areas where terrain allowed—set a new challenge not

Mine Action Center data

according to operational needs. System changes were

The BHMAC headquarters, which kept a consolidat-

never cosmetic; if something needed to be added, it usu-

ed database for the entire state

ally related to linked activities and the system’s corre-

contamination—scattered, small, irregularly shaped

3.

only for the information department but also for those involved in demining operations.
In October 1996, the first meeting on humanitarian-

Scanned images were also divided among these cen-

demining standards took place in Copenhagen, Denmark.

ters and program priorities were shifted from emergency

While we worked as the emergency-response project,

Therefore, we were absolutely and totally free to make all

response to planned mine action. The database needed

all data were presented as dots. Several attempts were

possible mistakes—and we made most of them.

to be amended accordingly. This meant that the data-

made to show no-risk and at-risk areas as shapes, but

base structure became a bit more complicated, as shown

the accuracy of reports was simply too low to produce

in Figure 2 below. The blue squares represent new mod-

maps that were current and not misleading. Raster maps

The information system’s initial structure was creat-

ules added in order to enable full application of the in-

used (Scale 1:50,000) were no longer detailed enough, so

ed primarily around minefield data and incident data. As

formation system into mine action. Field activities were

we shifted to 1:25,000 scaled maps. Cadastral mapping,

reshaped almost daily, and the well-structured database

showing the boundaries of land parcels within a given

became the very core, not only of the information system,

region, was also introduced at that time, but since Ca-

but also of mine-action activities.

dastral maps were so accurate, we were unable to register

Centralization

program development progressed, the database became

Figure 1. First version of BHMAC’s data structure.

more complicated.
The database was centralized. The entire data-entry
process was completed and housed in Sarajevo headquar-

enter demined areas. A lot of modules added later were
not even conceived when it was first constructed.

When we were unable to put something into the in-

sponding information layers.

images properly and were unable to correlate the maps

ters on 10 networked computers. The server ran on the

A request for action initiated the process. At that

formation system, it indicated that business logic for the

Windows NT® 3.5 operating system—the best that was

time, the program was based on emergency response;

activity in the matter was wrong. Since the system was

Between 2000 and 2003, the International Trust Fund

available at the time.

therefore, exceptional request tracking and the ability

designed from the ground up, implementing operational

for Demining and Mine Victims Assistance, with sup-

to respond quickly was essential. The system used con-

ideas into the information system revealed inconsisten-

port from the European Commission and U.S. Depart-

with the vector data we had at the time.

tamination information (minefield and incident data),

Demining
activities

and a General Survey was the main action. Following
the assessment, the task order was issued and clearance
was completed. All these aspects were also presentable

Request

on maps.
As soon as demining activities started, a dilemma
appeared. Geographic Section General Staff maps Series

Landmine
victim

M709 in 1:50,000 scale were up-to-date but useless, as

General survey
Mine contamination
data
Mine incident data

they were not available to the warring factions during
the conflict. As a result, ground features referenced on
minefield reports were not identically described. In addi-

Mineﬁeld
Incidents

Organizations

Victim

tion, the elevation points did not have the same heights
as shown on maps used during the conflict. The only solution was scanning all Yugoslavian Army maps and reg-

Projects

Donors

information systems must be able to use the same raster
backdrops as the military forces use during the conflict.
A network rack containing equpment.

Expanding Statewide

All photos and graphics courtesy of the author.

Proﬁles

demining activities at the state level was handed over to

with the few squares and lines as shown above in Figure 1.

BiH national authorities. Foremost was the request for the

In the beginning, the idea was to stress simplicity of struc-

necessary decentralization of the system. As a result, the

ture; the entire system was actually a tasking mechanism,

system was split between the following three locations:

using minefield reports and incident data to determine

1.

where to demine and what basic abilities were needed to

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/cisr-journal/vol15/iss2/20
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Project

Technical
survey task

Demining
task

Needs
Permanent
marking

Mineﬁeld

Demining
task
Permanent
marking task

The Mine Action Centre of Republic of Srpska,
which began keeping data for its territory

Emergency
marking

No-risk area

After 1998, the information system and all assets for

Initial construction as of August 1997 can be described

No-risk
area

Risk area

istering them as future reference material. Consequently,
the first and the most important lesson learned was that

No action

Figure 2. Database structure, 1999–2001.
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Sarajevo
Grujic: The Bosnia and Herzegovina Mine Action Information System

ment of State, implemented the GIS for Mine Action in

The system’s previous generation is shown within the

South-East Europe project which provided low-resolution

rounded square in Figure 3. All system elements are in-

data of the entire region (including BiH), ortophoto of

teracting; the database is level 3 normalized, meaning the

high priority minefields, and new hardware and software

database’s logical design has been improved to avoid data

equipment. The GIS project also trained BHMAC staff

duplication. Yet again, data modeling proved to be the

in information technology, image processing, and other

cutting edge of the system. Procedures were then amend-

competencies in order to improve their planning, imple-

ed as needed once the basic layout was constructed. As a

mentation and monitoring of mine actions.

result, the information system followed thereafter.

When the Japanese government provided a donation of

Slowly but surely the system grew and became more

equipment to BHMAC on 2 March 2001, the differential

complex. At this stage, the system was comprised of

global-positioning service was introduced and accuracy

around 450 tables, 250 forms and more than 400 re-

of less than 10 centimeters (3.94 inches) (that is, allow-

ports. The mapping function contained BiH 1:1,000,000,

ing for more accurate measurements) was achievable. This

1:300,000, 1:200,000, 1:100,000, 1:50,000 Defense Map-

provided a basis to begin developing a system to trace ac-

ping Agency, 1:50,000 Yugoslav People’s Army (JNA),

tivities in the field and to show and keep data accurately,

1:25,000 JNA and targeted areas 1:10,000, 1:5,000, 1:2,500

exactly as it was taken from the field. At the same time, the

and 1:1,000. The system contains vector data describing

state showed increased interest in our data. On the posi-

all aspects of mine-action activities in BiH.

tive side, our reports became a prerequisite for reconstruc-

At this time, the system network was also improved.

tion projects. More negatively, however, a number of court

In the beginning, Sarajevo headquarters was connected

cases were demanding accurate historical data. The sys-

to the Internet at 128/128 KB speed. In Phase 2, the net-

tem had to be improved once more.

work speed was increased to 1 MB/1 MB and regional of-

OracleNet 1521
Oracle 11g

OracleNet 1521

New requests included records and mechanical tools
tivities. In addition, some requests were made to record

•

•

system so that nothing has to be hand typed; therefore, errors are minimal.

•

Landmine
Victims

Donors

Victim

Project

Projects

Proﬁles

Monthly
report

Donations
given

Donors

Needs

General Survey
Mine-contamination
Data Risk Area

No action

Project

Non-risk area

Technical
survey task

Demining task

Permanent
marking

Mineﬁeld

Demining task

Figure 3. Data structure after 2001.
Permanent
marking task
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OA

Request

Donations
pledged

VPN

VPN

Regular
inspections

Deminers

Sampling

Dogs

Final
acceptance
inspection

Mechanical
tools

Companies

Vehicles

Inventory

VPN

Bhac

Tuzla

Pale

Mostar

HTML Browsers
Thin Clients

HTML Browsers
Thin Clients

HTML Browsers
Thin Clients

All other maps are now used for planning and wider

HTML Browsers
Thin Clients

VPN

Broko

Travnik

HTML Browsers
Thin Clients

HTML Browsers
Thin Clients

Last but not Least

Developing a mine-action information system is not
just about data, but is also a teaching endeavor. During
the last 15 years, BHMAC’s information department has

The Program’s Future

hired people to fill several new positions, including a U.N.

The BHMAC program has evolved to a point that real-

database developer, chief of operations in Srbija, chief of

time database management is needed. That said, Paradox

logistics at BHMAC, chief of operations at BHMAC, Mi-

struggles to meet the current demands. MapInfo might

crosoft-certified trainers, and databank analysts, etc.

also have difficulties processing a huge data amount

This benefit of the BHMAC Information System is,

through a complex network. Therefore, retiring the old

by my opinion, equally important and definitely warms

software combination and upgrading to a new database

my heart.

system is necessary. Figure 4 shows the new information-

See endnotes page 82

system structure. The system uses an Oracle® application
using a custom-made GIS application. The initial activities began in March 2009, and the system is currently in
its final development phase.

Logistics

Resources

VPN

VPN

area analysis.

Cadastral mapping is the standard backdrop for

Demining
Activities

Achievements
(products)
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•

ing tool. Points acquired are downloaded into the

MAC servers hosted and updated the site. Figure 3 below

Mineﬁeld
incidents

VPN
VPN

reporting since differential GPS is in effect.

Differential GPS is the standard measuring/report-

up-to-date way (at the time) to create websites. The BH-

Donors

HTML Browsers
Thin Clients

Figure 4. Future structure of BHMAC Information System.

ternet access 24 hours a day, seven days a week.

website was developed using HTML coding, the most

Organization

HTML Browsers
Thin Clients

Cons:
- Increased subscription costs
- Increased maintenance effort
- Increased development effort

All locations have wired network 100 Base-T and In-

3

MRE

VPN

Pros:
- No publication mechanism
HTML Browsers
Thin Clients
- SSO for BH-MAC users (AD)
- Public data is up to date
- Direct data entry of LMVA-, MRE- and Company
Reporting-Data, for the public

Regional offices, excluding Banja Luka and Saraje-

•

Office

HTML Browsers
Thin Clients

tion and updated daily.

tions activities soon demanded a Web presence for the

shows the information-system structure at that time.

VPN

VPN

vo, are updated daily or on demand.

mine-action center. In November 2000, the BHMAC

IIS MapGuide, Reporting Server
http
Data Entry + WebGIS

Office

Replication of data and configuration

Sarajevo and Banja Luka nodes are in full replica-

sues as well.
Donors’ interest began to decrease, and public rela-

Oracle 11g

dated daily. Current performances are as follows:

data not directly connected to mine action. We were asked
to take care of some logistical and human resources is-

AC, UDP
OracleNet 1521

VPN

private network using Cisco® ASA, and the data were up-

•

Windows Server 2003
BDC

IIS MapGuide, Reporting Server
Data Entry + WebGIS

Phase 3, all regional offices were connected to a virtual

for deminers’ accreditation and mine-risk education ac-

IIS MapGuide, Reporting Server
http
Data Entry + WebGIS

Application
Server for Public
Access, no
Windows
Authentication

fices were connected to the Internet at a lower speed. In
Added Capabilities

HTML Browsers,
MapGuide Studio,
Design Review
Thin Clients,
Map-Authoring,
Advanced mapping

http

AD, UDP

Banja Luka

Central Office

Windows Server 2003
PDC

Personal

Ofﬁce
supplies

HR evidence
database

The database relations and data complexity will remain much the same as they were. Mapping backdrops
will be preserved, and a new layer of data, utilizing full
vector coverage at 1:25,000 scale, will be implemented.
The system will use digital elevation data, making 3-D
mapping possible. MapInfo will remain the main cartographic software, and the entire interface will be Internet-accessible, keeping data security in mind.
Currently, the system is in its final deployment phase,
and expected implementation is sometime during this
demining season.
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the Bosnia and Herzegovina Mine Action Information System.
He is finishing his master’s thesis in strategic management at
the European Center for Peace and Development in Belgrade,
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